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Professor Emeritus Amos Kloner was an archaeologist, scholar, and teacher in 
the Department of Land of Israel Studies and Archaeology at Bar-Ilan University. 
Before that he served as senior archaeologist in the Department of Antiquities 
and Museums (subsequently the Israel Antiquities Authority). He specialized in 
the archaeology of Israel and neighboring countries in the Hellenistic, Roman, 
and Byzantine periods. His main positions were as district archaeologist for the 
Jerusalem and Judean Shephelah District, head of the excavations at Maresha and 
Beit Guvrin, and teacher of many graduate and Ph.D. students. He was known for 
his unique contribution to many aspects of archaeological science in Israel.

Amos was born in Givatayim in 1940. He attended the Berl Katznelson 
elementary school in Givatayim and the 'New High School' in Tel Aviv. Having 
been imbued with a thirst for knowledge by his parents, teachers, and the Hashomer 
Hatzair youth movement (where he served as a group leader), Amos was interested 
from his youth in learning all about the country. He started traveling around the 
country while in his teens. In 1958 he was drafted by the IDF, and he served in the 
Nahal Brigade and Paratroops until early 1961. In the Six-Day War, a few years 
later, as a reservist in the Jerusalem Brigade’s reconnaissance company, he fought 
in the battle for Government House (Armon Hanatziv) and southern Jerusalem.

In the early 1960s, while living at Kibbutz Lahav, Amos discovered ruins of 
ancient settlements nearby, which sparked a passion for archaeology. He then 
took part in Prof. Yigael Yadin's 1961 excavation of the Cave of Letters. These 
discoveries inspired him to study archaeology and geography. He enrolled in the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem a year later and received his bachelor’s degree in 
1965. That year he also assisted Avraham Negev in the excavations of Mamshit. 
As secretary of the Archaeological Survey of Israel from 1968 to 1970, he oversaw 
the work of survey teams, was involved in processing the finds, and worked on 
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preparing them for publication, including in the volume Judea, Samaria and the 
Golan: Archaeological Survey 1967–1968 (in Hebrew).

Amos received his master’s degree in archaeology from the Hebrew University 
of Jerusalem in 1973, with a thesis on columbarium installations at Maresha. He 
completed his doctoral dissertation, on tombs and burial in Second Temple period 
Jerusalem, in 1980 under the supervision of Prof. Avraham Negev and Prof. 
Shmuel Safrai. His doctoral research was published as a monograph in 2003 (in 
collaboration with Prof. Boaz Zissu); an English translation was published in 2007. 
This fundamental, groundbreaking book analyzes the distribution of tombs around 
the city, presents the layout of the tombs, and analyzes Jewish burial practices. 

From 1971 to 1989 Amos served as district archaeologist for the Jerusalem 
and Judean Shephelah District in the Department of Antiquities and Museums of 
the Ministry of Education and Culture. During that time, he conducted salvage 
excavations, headed emergency surveys in the urban area of Jerusalem, and took 
charge of the preservation of antiquities. He also established and ran the Antiquities 
Theft Prevention Unit. 

From 1978 to 1980, Amos excavated Horbat Rimon (next to Kibbutz Lahav), 
where the remains of a synagogue and a Jewish village from the Late Roman and 
Byzantine periods were uncovered. Meanwhile, he also conducted a comprehensive 
archaeological survey in Jerusalem whose results were later published in the 
three-volume work Survey of Jerusalem (in Hebrew). This publication, which 
includes comprehensive documentation of sites in Jerusalem and its environs, is a 
fundamental text for all scholars conducting research on Jerusalem through the ages. 

Concurrently, Amos conducted pioneering research on hiding complexes in 
the Judean Shephelah and the previously unrecognized connection between these 
complexes and the Jewish revolts, especially the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. He applied 
new survey methods for studying the subterranean rock-cut complexes. His study, 
which filled a large gap in knowledge about the Bar-Kokhba Revolt, was published 
in 1987 in the book Hiding Complexes in the Judean Shephelah (in Hebrew, edited 
by Amos and Yigal Tepper). This highly acclaimed book has become another 
fundamental work on the archaeology of Israel. In later years he updated the 
information on the extent of the area encompassed by Bar-Kokhba’s administration 
and government: this area stretched throughout Judea, from the Beersheba Valley 
in the south to the Samarian hills in the north. 
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From the mid-1980s until 2000, Amos excavated two adjacent sites for the 
Israel Antiquities Authority: Hellenistic Maresha and Roman Beit Guvrin. This 
project, which is still under way, made three important public contributions: First, 
it employed recent immigrants. Second, it led to the development of a major tourist 
attraction. Amos was involved in creating the Beit Guvrin-Maresha National Park 
and setting it up for visits by the public, and the site indeed attracts hundreds of 
thousands of tourists from Israel and abroad. Third, the excavations and research 
brought about international recognition, as the caves were declared a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site in 2014. A major city with a wealth of finds was discovered 
at Maresha, mainly from the time when it was part of Hellenistic Idumea. Three 
volumes have so far been published on the results of this project, and more are being 
prepared for publication. In Roman Beit Guvrin, too, the excavation results were 
impressive, including an amphitheater, fortifications, a bathhouse, a fortress, and a 
church from the Roman and Crusader periods. The Roman and Byzantine period 
burial caves were also studied, and they were published in 2008 (in collaboration 
with Gideon Avni and Uzi Dahari). 

Amos was involved in public-professional activities since his student 
days. From 1963 to 1975, he taught groups formed to learn about the country’s 
geography, instilling in participants a love of the land, and he worked as a guide 
in the Sede Boker field school. In addition, he trained instructors for tour guide 
courses and spoke at seminars for groups learning about Israeli geography. Amos 
performed his reserve duty as a guide and writer on aspects of Israeli geography. He 
was a member and professional advisor of committees and councils of public and 
academic institutions in Israel and abroad, including the Archaeological Council 
and the council of the Israel Exploration Society. 

In his last decade, Amos’s work was recognized both by the State of Israel and 
by his colleagues and students. In 2005 the state awarded him the EMET Prize 
in archaeology, and in 2013 his colleagues and students published a collection of 
studies in his honor as a volume in the series ‘Jerusalem and the Land of Israel’ 
(edited by Boaz Zissu). 

From 1980 until his passing, Amos conducted research, lectured, and advised 
students in the Department of Land of Israel Studies and Archaeology at Bar-Ilan 
University. His classes, which he taught until the very end, attracted large numbers 
of students. Many of his grateful students, whom he had advised devotedly and 
with great love, are engaged in archaeological research and activity in academic 
institutions, the IAA, and elsewhere. 
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Most of all, Amos will be remembered as an extraordinary human being who 
loved and respected everyone with whom he came into contact equally and without 
favoritism—colleagues, students, low-level employees, high-ranking officials, 
and the downtrodden. With his pleasant demeanor, his breadth of knowledge, his 
passion, and his never-ending curiosity, he left his stamp on everyone he met. 

Amos and his wife Chana had four children and ten grandchildren. His two 
great loves were his family and the archaeology of the Land of Israel. We will all 
miss him terribly. 

Prof. Amos Kloner (in courtesy of the family)


